
PRAGUE
DISCOVERY

• Group motorcoach transfer from Crystal River ship in Vilshofen to Prague

• 3-night luxury accommodations at The Mandarin Oriental Hotel

• Breakfast daily

• A visit to the nearby UNESCO-listed town of Kutná Hora

• Experience an exclusive exploration of Prague Castle

• Visit the Royal Palace, St. George Basilica, and the Golden Line

• Private transfer from the Mandarin Oriental Hotel to the airport

PRAGUE

MANDARIN ORIENTAL HOTEL PRAGUE — This five-star hotel, situated inside a 14th century 

monastery in the picturesque Malá Strana district of the city, blends historic charm with chic, 

contemporary luxury.

ACCOMMODATIONS

PRAGUE, CZECH REPUBLIC

DISCOVERY
3-NIGHT POST-CRUISE LAND EXPERIENCE 

PRICE: 1,499 PER PERSON BASED ON DOUBLE OCCUPANCY,
$2,548 SINGLE PRICE

Known as the “City of a Hundred Spires,” the capital of the Czech Republic straddles the lovely 

Vltava River and rivals Paris in terms of beauty, history and culture. Discover Prague’s legendary  

past and contemporary status as a 2000 European Capital of Culture on this 3-night post-cruise 

Crystal Extended Land Program.



DAY 1 MOTORCOACH TRANSFER BETWEEN SHIP IN  
VILSHOFEN AND HOTEL 
CHECK IN AT HOTEL 

 Following check-in, the day is yous to explore on your own,  
choosing from one of our curated “Design Your Time” experiences. 

 “DESIGN YOUR TIME” options (see sidebar) are available at  
an additional cost.

DAY 2 DISCOVER PRAGUE CASTLE 
4 HOURS, HALF DAY  |  INCLUSIVE

 Enjoy an exclusive visit to this remarkable landmark, including spaces 
typically closed to the public. Prague’s palace is the most important and 
largest castle in the Czech Republic, and a must-see while in Prague. 
Enjoy privileged access to areas typically not open to the public, 
including Rothmeyer and Spanish Halls and the Rudolf Gallery in the 
North Wing, and the Glass Salon, Habsburg Salon, Golden Lounge, and 
Throne Hall of the South Wing. Other highlights include the St. Vitus 
Cathedral, the Royal Palace, Golden Line with its small picturesque 
houses, and the St. George Basilica.

 “DESIGN YOUR TIME” options (see sidebar) are available at an  
additional cost. 

 Meals included: Breakfast; Coffee and cake stop

DAY 3 DAY TRIP TO KUTNÁ HORA 
6-7 HOURS, FULL DAY  |  INCLUSIVE 

 Enjoy a day trip to Kutná Hora, just east of Prague, a beautiful historic 
town registered on the UNESCO World Heritage list since 1995. It is 
known as the city of silver, and affectionately as the country’s “national 
treasury” for here is where King Wenceslas II of Bohemia made the seat 
of his royal mint, producing silver groschen that were then the hard 
currency of Central Europe. Kutná Hora became a royal city endowed 
with monuments that symbolized its prosperity, making this place one 
of the most important towns in the Czech Kingdom in the 13th century. 
Discover an architectural gem, the treasury of the Czech lands, the 
history, and the contemporary culture of this magical city. Admire the 
gothic cathedral of St. Barbara, the baroque chapel of All Saints with 
ossuary, the unique baroque-Gothic style Church of the Assumption  
of Our Lady or the modern cubism houses.

 Meals included: Breakfast; Lunch

DAY 4 CHECK OUT OF HOTEL 
PRIVATE TRANSFER FROM HOTEL TO AIRPORT

 Meals included: Breakfast

YOUR LA ND EXPER IENCE

 
OLD TOWN GLASS PAINTING WORKSHOP 
HALF DAY  |  OPTIONAL

Bohemia, a region of the Czech Republic, has a long history including its beautiful and 
colorful glass, renowned for its quality, craftsmanship and design. This experience takes 
us to the gallery of Antonin Manto Mrnka, a world-renowned Czech art glassmaker.  
Let your inner artist be inspired as you create your own unique work of art which will 
be delivered to your hotel the next day, perfectly packed and wrapped.

Lunch at Leisure: (Restaurant Options: Golden Well, Kampa Park, Mlynec, Art Nouveau)

 
PRAGUE’S JEWISH HERITAGE  
HALF DAY  |  OPTIONAL

Prague’s Jewish Quarter is one of the oldest in Europe; the former Jewish Ghetto  
was stretched from Old Town Square to the Charles Bridge with complex, narrow 
streets and passages and arcades. Visit a local Jewish family accompanied by a  
guide to learn of the history and cultures. 

 
FOLLOWING THE FOOTSTEPS OF MOZART WALKING TOUR  
HALF DAY  |  OPTIONAL

This tour features private visit of Estates Theatre with a classical mini concert. Mozart 
and Prague have always been harmonious. Although he only visited Prague five times, 
locals continue to cherish him and the trail he left in the Golden City. Mozart stopped  
by Prague again to help oversee the first performance of his opera Don Giovanni on 
Oct. 29, 1787, in the Estates Theatre. After his death in 1791, there was a memorial 
service (but not the actual funeral) at St. Nicholas Cathedral at Lesser town square, 
which thousands attended. You will visit both venues during this walk and have a 
chance to follow Mozart’s footsteps. 

Meals included: Glass of sparkling wine

 
PRAGUE’S ARCHITECTURE: A TOUR OF HISTORY AND DESIGN  
HALF DAY  |  OPTIONAL

Prague’s stories can be told through its fascinating skyline of spires and façades  
and architectural influences that span centuries. When we think of Prague we most 
likely picture it with Gothic spires and streets of baroque churches and palaces which 
transport us back to the 18th century. But there is also another Prague. A city of  
art nouveau apartment blocks, modernist villas, unique cubism’s buildings and  
ultra-modern houses.

Meals included: Coffee and cake stop at Black Madonna House

 
VISIT PILSEN – CAPITAL OF CZECH BEER  
HALF DAY  |  OPTIONAL

Your guide will lead you to areas associated with the history of the Pilsner Urquell 
legend as well as to areas where beer is brewed today. In addition, you’ll see one of  
the most modern bottling lines in Europe, a panorama cinema, a unique exhibit of  
beer ingredients and an historical and a modern brew house.

DESIGN YOUR TIME

These experiences are subject to availability, and represent just a few of the numerous 
“Design Your Time” options available. 



IMPORTANT AIR INFORMATION: 
Please e-mail your flight information to RiverDestinations@crystalcruises.com at least 30 days 
prior to departure.

IMPORTANT VISA/VACCINATION INFORMATION 
Guests should contact their nearest embassy or visa service for information regarding visa 
and vaccination requirements. 

LUGGAGE RESTRICTIONS 
Luggage allowance for private transfer is limited to two pieces per person.  

PROGRAM DETAILS 
This program is an inclusive program and there are no upgrades, changes allowed or credits 
given for unused services.

HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS 
Every effort is made to obtain accommodations at the best available hotel properties existing 
at a destination. Room category upgrades are not available for purchase with this program.  
Blackout dates apply.

ACCESSIBILITY 
Wheelchair-accessible rooms may be available at the hotel properties and must be requested in 
advance to ensure availability. To fully appreciate the magnificent sights on this program, substantial 
walking, sometimes over uneven and steep surfaces, is unavoidable. This program is not recommended 
for guests with walking difficulties. Many of the program sights are not wheelchair accessible. 

Note: The program of sights visited will be flexible as due to many circumstances, it is not 
possible to schedule an exact itinerary. To fully appreciate these magnificent sites, substantial 
walking, sometimes over uneven and step surfaces, is unavoidable. Hotels and dining venues may 
change; however, alternative properties will be of an equal or better standard. Price includes all 
accommodations, sightseeing, transportation, meals as indicated, porterage, and tips. Rates are 
subject to change.

Call PES at 877-737-7005 or 
Email info@PEStravel.com


